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The ASCA National Model® reflects a comprehensive approach to the design, implementation

and assessment of a school counseling program that improves student success. The

publication defines the school counselor’s role in implementation of a comprehensive school

counseling program and provides step-by-step tools to build each component of the program.

This fourth edition has been revised to reflect current education practices, aligned with the

ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors for Student Success: K–12 College- and Career-Readiness

Standards for Every Student and the ASCA Professional Standards & Competencies and will

assist school counselors in developing an exemplary school counseling program. Whether

you’re a new school counselor just starting out or you’ve got years of experience, “The ASCA

National Model” will help you implement a new data-informed comprehensive school

counseling program or fine tune the one you already have. Get the book on school counseling

and ramp up your school counseling program.

Most diners believe that their sublime sliver of seared foie gras, topped with an ethereal

buckwheat blini and a drizzle of piquant huckleberry sauce, was created by a culinary artist of

the highest order, a sensitive, highly refined executive chef. The truth is more brutal. More

likely, writes Anthony Bourdain in Kitchen Confidential, that elegant three-star concoction is the

collaborative effort of a team of "wacked-out moral degenerates, dope fiends, refugees, a

thuggish assortment of drunks, sneak thieves, sluts, and psychopaths," in all likelihood pierced

or tattooed and incapable of uttering a sentence without an expletive or a foreign phrase. Such

is the muscular view of the culinary trenches from one who's been groveling in them, with

obvious sadomasochistic pleasure, for more than 20 years. CIA-trained Bourdain, currently the

executive chef of the celebrated Les Halles, wrote two culinary mysteries before his first (and

infamous) New Yorker essay launched this frank confessional about the lusty and larcenous

real lives of cooks and restaurateurs. He is obscenely eloquent, unapologetically opinionated,

and a damn fine storyteller--a Jack Kerouac of the kitchen. Those without the stomach for this

kind of joyride should note his opening caveat: "There will be horror stories. Heavy drinking,

drugs, screwing in the dry-goods area, unappetizing industry-wide practices. Talking about why

you probably shouldn't order fish on a Monday, why those who favor well-done get the

scrapings from the bottom of the barrel, and why seafood frittata is not a wise brunch

selection.... But I'm simply not going to deceive anybody about the life as I've seen it." --Sumi

Hahn --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From Publishers WeeklyChef at New York's Les

Halles and author of Bone in the Throat, Bourdain pulls no punches in this memoir of his years

in the restaurant business. His fast-lane personality and glee in recounting sophomoric kitchen

pranks might be unbearable were it not for two things: Bourdain is as unsparingly acerbic with

himself as he is with others, and he exhibits a sincere and profound love of good food. The

latter was born on a family trip to France when young Bourdain tasted his first oyster, and his

love has only grown since. He has attended culinary school, fallen prey to a drug habit and

even established a restaurant in Tokyo, discovering along the way that the crazy, dirty,

sometimes frightening world of the restaurant kitchen sustains him. Bourdain is no presentable

TV version of a chef; he talks tough and dirty. His advice to aspiring chefs: "Show up at work on

time six months in a row and we'll talk about red curry paste and lemon grass. Until then, I

have four words for you: 'Shut the fuck up.' " He disdains vegetarians, warns against ordering



food well done and cautions that restaurant brunches are a crapshoot. Gossipy chapters

discuss the many restaurants where Bourdain has worked, while a single chapter on how to

cook like a professional at home exhorts readers to buy a few simple gadgets, such as a metal

ring for tall food. Most of the book, however, deals with Bourdain's own maturation as a chef,

and the culmination, a litany describing the many scars and oddities that he has developed on

his hands, is surprisingly beautiful. He'd probably hate to hear it, but Bourdain has a tender

side, and when it peeks through his rough exterior and the wall of four-letter words he

constructs, it elevates this book to something more than blustery memoir. (May)Copyright 2000

Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review'Benedict

Arnold. Alger Hiss. Anthony Bourdain.' -- London Evening Standard'With equal parts wit and

wickedness, Bourdain [does] the unthinkable by revealing trade secrets that chefs and

restaurateurs cringe to read.' -- Restaurant Business magazine --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.About the AuthorAnthony Bourdain (1956-2018) is the author of the

bestselling Kitchen Confidential, the Urban Historical Typhoid Mary, and A Cook's Tour, which

was turned into a successful series by the same name for the Food Network. His novels

include The Bobby Gold Stories, Bone in the Throat and Gone Bamboo. --This text refers to the

hardcover edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.How to Cook Like the

Pros Unless you're one of us already, you'll probably never cook like a professional. And that's

okay. On my day off, I rarely want to eat restaurant food unless I'm looking for new ideas or

recipes to steal. What I want to eat is home cooking, somebody's - anybody's - mother's or

grandmother's food. A simple pasta pomodoro made with love, a clumsily thrown-together tuna

casserole, roast beef with Yorkshire pudding, all of this is pure exotica to me, even when I've

been neck-deep all day in filet mignon and herb-infused oils and all the bits of business we do

to distinguish restaurant food from what you get at home. My mother-in-law would always

apologize before serving dinner when I was in attendance, saying, 'This must seem pretty

ordinary for a chef . . .' She had no idea how magical, how reassuring, how pleasurable her

simple meat loaf was for me, what a delight even lumpy mashed potatoes were - being, as they

were, blessedly devoid of truffles or truffle oil.Let's talk about tools first. What do we have in our

kitchens that you probably don't? The joke is that many of our stock items - herb oils, crushed

spices, chiffonaded parsley, pured starches and veggies - are often made with home-model

equipment, just like yours. I may have a 25-quart professional Hobart mixer and an ultra-large

Robot-Coupe, but chances are I used a home blender to make that lovely roast red pepper

coulis dotted with bright green basil oil drizzled around your plate. So, what do you absolutely

need?You need, for God's sake, a decent chef's knife. No con foisted on the general public is

so atrocious, so wrongheaded, or so widely believed as the one that tells you you need a full

set of specialized cutlery in various sizes. I wish sometimes I could go through the kitchens of

amateur cooks everywhere just throwing knives out from their drawers - all those medium-size

'utility' knives, those useless serrated things you see advertised on TV, all that hard-to-sharpen

stainless-steel garbage, those ineptly designed slicers - not one of the damn things could cut a

tomato. Please believe me, here's all you will ever need in the knife department: ONE good

chef's knife, as large as is comfortable for your hand. Brand name? Okay, most talented

amateurs get a boner buying one of the old-school professional high-carbon stainless knives

from Germany or Austria, like a Henkel or Wusthof, and those are fine knives, if heavy. High

carbon makes them slightly easier to sharpe! n, and stainless keeps them from getting stained

and corroded. They look awfully good in the knife case at the store, too, and you send the

message to your guests when flashing a hundred-dollar hunk of Solingen steel that you take

your cooking seriously. But do you really need something so heavy? So expensive? So difficult



to maintain (which you probably won't)? Unless you are really and truly going to spend fifteen

minutes every couple of days working that blade on an oiled carborundum stone, followed by

careful honing on a diamond steel, I'd forgo the Germans.Most of the professionals I know

have for years been retiring their Wusthofs and replacing them with the lightweight, easy-to-

sharpen and relatively inexpensive vanadium steel Global knives, a very good Japanese

product which has - in addition to its many other fine qualities - the added attraction of looking

really cool.Global makes a lot of knives in different sizes, so what do you need? One chef's

knife. This should cut just about anything you might work with, from a shallot to a watermelon,

an onion to a sirloin strip. Like a pro, you should use the tip of the knife for the small stuff, and

the area nearer the heel for the larger. This isn't difficult; buy a few rutabagas or onions -

they're cheap - and practice on them. Nothing will set you apart from the herd quicker than the

ability to handle a chef's knife properly. If you need instruction on how to handle a knife without

lopping off a finger, I recommend Jacques Pepin's La Technique.Okay, there are a couple of

other knives you might find useful. I carry a flexible boning knife, also made by the fine folks at

Global, because I fillet the occasional fish, and because with the same knife I can butcher

whole tenderloins, bone out legs of lamb, French-cut racks of veal and trim meat. If your

butcher is doing all the work for you you can probably live without one. A paring knife comes in

handy once in a while, if you find yourself tourneing vegetables, fluting mushrooms and doing

the kind of microsurgery that my old pal Dimitri used to excel at. But how often do you do that?

A genuinely useful blade, however, and one that is increasingly popular with my cronies in the

field, is what's called an offset serrated knife . It's basically a serrated knife set into an

ergonomic handle; it looks like a 'Z' that's been pulled out and elongated. This is a truly cool

item which, once used, becomes indispensable. As the handle is not flush with the blade, but

raised away from the cutting surface, you can use it not only for your traditional serrated blade

needs - like slicing bread, thick-skinned tomatoes and so on - but on your full line of

vegetables, spuds, meat and even fish. My sous-chef uses his for just about everything. F. Dick

makes a good one for about twenty-five bucks. It's stainless steel, but since it's serrated it

doesn't really matter; after a couple of years of use, if the teeth start to wear down, you just buy

yourself another one.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the Inside FlapSix

cassettes, 9 hrs.Read by the authorWhen Chef Anthony Bourdain wrote "Don't Eat Before You

Read This" in The New Yorker, he spared no one's appetite, revealing what goes on behind the

kitchen door. In KITCHEN CONFIDENTIAL, he expanded the appetizer into a deliciously funny,

delectably shocking banquet that lays out his twenty-five years of sex, drugs, and haute

cuisine.From his first oyster in Gironda to the kitchen of the Rainbow Room atop Rockefeller

Center, from the restaurants of Tokyo to the drug dealers of the East Village, from the mobsters

to the rats, Bourdain's brilliantly written and wonderfully read, wild-but-true tales make the belly

ache with laughter.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileIf

you've ever wondered how that boeuf en croute got to your restaurant table, this tape tells all.

At warp speed, reflecting his high-energy personality, Bourdain covers chef's training,

personalities, food prep, cooks' lifestyles (boozy and erratic), his own history (druggy), and the

art of running a successful restaurant. He doesn't stint on the gritty details or the four-letter

words, so be prepared. His French pronunciation is surprisingly poor for someone who has

lived in France, but his Spanish (highly recommended for communicating with the kitchen help)

sounds ok. Presently the executive chef at Brassierie Les Halles in New York City, Bourdain

delivers his description of one busy dinner hour at the frenetic pace required for survival there.

Give this one a taste; you'll be amused, educated, maybe a little horrified, but never bored.

J.B.G. © AudioFile 2001, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, Maine --This text



refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverA pocket-size edition of the

megabestselling classic, hand-annotated throughout by Anthony Bourdain himself.Bourdain's

deliciously funny, delectably shocking banquet of wild-but-true tales of life in the culinary trade

lays out more than a quarter century of drugs, sex, and haute cuisine.--This text refers to an

alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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BRIEF HISTORY OF SCHOOL COUNSELINGBy Norman C. Gysbers, Ph.D., Curators’

Professor, University of Missouri – ColumbiaSchool counseling is 100-plus years old. It evolved

shaped by various economic, social and educational forces guided by the work of many

individuals. The ASCA National Model, first published in 2003 and now in its fourth edition, is a

product of this evolution. By embracing knowledge from the past, we can learn how school

counseling evolved from a position, to a service, to a program, the organizational concept

embedded in the ASCA National Model. By welcoming the future we can combine the insights

gained from the past with new knowledge, enabling us to continue to develop and fully

implement comprehensive school counseling programs in every school district in the

country.School counseling as we know it today began as vocational guidance in the early

1900s. It was established in schools as a position occupied by administrators and teachers. No

organizational structure was provided other than a list of duties. In the 1920s school counseling

began to change, shaped by the mental hygiene, psychometric and child study movements. As

a result, a more clinically oriented approach to school counseling emerged. This signaled a

shift away from economic issues to psychological issues with an emphasis on counseling for

personal adjustment.During the 1930s, discussion took place concerning the various personnel

responsible for school counseling, the duties they performed, and their selection and training. A

major milestone occurred with the creation of a new organizational structure called pupil

personnel services. Within that structure, the concept of guidance services emerged. The field

of school counseling had moved from a position with a list of duties to a position with a list of

duties organized by guidance services all under the overall structure of pupil personnel

services.The 1940s and 1950s saw the expansion and extension of counseling in the schools.

The literature during years 1941–1945 focused on contributions to the war effort. After 1945,



attention returned to the need for counseling in the schools and on ways to improve the

services provided. The selection and training of school counselors also received attention and

support with the passage of the Vocational Education Act of 1946 and the National Defense

Education Act (NDEA) of 1958. In addition, the American School Counselor Association was

established in 1952 as a division of the American Personnel and Guidance Association. Now

school counselors had a national organization and a voice in national affairs.A major issue

being debated in the 1960s and 1970s concerned the nature of school counseling. Was it more

psychological in nature featuring counseling as a major intervention? Was it more educational

in nature featuring a broader array of interventions including counseling but also information,

assessment, placement and follow-up activities? Although school counseling at the elementary

level had been discussed previously, it wasn’t until the 1960s that it became a reality. NDEA,

amended in the 1960s, stimulated training practices and procedures that set elementary

school counseling apart from secondary school counseling. The 1960s and 1970s also

witnessed increasing concern about the services model of school counseling. Calls for change

came from a variety of sources ending up in the beginning development of a comprehensive

program approach to school counseling.The concept of a program for school counseling began

to take form in the 1960s and 1970s and then became a major way to organize and manage

school counseling in the schools in the 1980s, 1990s and into the 21st century. During this time

many states developed state models. Training programs to help personnel in school districts

plan, design and implement comprehensive school counseling programs also were initiated.

The role and functions of school counselors was of concern during the 1980s and 1990s.

Some writers advocated the role of human development specialist; others recommended the

role of change agent. Predominating roles were coordinating, counseling and consulting. Tied

to the role and function issue was the issue of terminology. Is it guidance, guidance and

counseling or school counseling?Although progress was made in developing, implementing

and evaluating comprehensive school counseling programs in the first decade of the 21st

century, discussion continued about program purposes and the work of school counselors.

Should the focus be educational (academic), vocational (career) or social/emotional (mental

health)? Some writers focused on academic achievement and career but not social/emotional

or mental health. Other writers urged the opposite with mental health issues needing more

attention. Still other writers urged the adoption of a holistic approach emphasizing attention to

all three areas.During this same decade discussion about program purposes and school

counselors’ roles continued with some writers emphasizing an advocacy change agent focus.

Others talked about the need to emphasize collaboration. Still others recommended school

counselors do more indirect work and less direct work with students. Finally there was a

movement for school counselors to become more data-oriented, using data to identify school

concerns and student needs.The development and implementation of school counseling

programs across the country grew in the first decade of the 21st century. This growth was

stimulated by the publication of the ASCA National Model in 2003 and its adoption by many

states and school districts. A second edition was published in 2005, followed by a third edition

in 2013 and this fourth edition in 2019.As the second decade of the 21st century began, an

ongoing issue for school counseling was accountability. Although this has been part of

professional discussion since the 1920s, and much work was done over the ensuing years,

there is a renewed sense of urgency today concerning accountability. The literature makes it

clear that evaluation is here to stay and needs to be designed and carried out to not only

demonstrate effectiveness but also to improve the work of school counselors.What will the next

100 years be like? No one knows for sure, but if the next 100 years are like the first 100 years,



school counseling will continue to evolve. The forces that shaped school counseling so far will

continue to do so, and discussion about purposes and organization will continue. So, while no

one knows what the future holds, current literature suggests that at least for the near future

students and their parents in school districts across the country will continue to benefit from

having fully implemented school counseling programs. Embrace the past, welcome the

future.This article was adapted from material in Gysbers, N. C. (2010), Remembering the Past,

Shaping the Future: A History of School Counseling. Alexandria, VA: American School

Counselor Association.IntroductionThis fourth edition of “The ASCA National Model: A

Framework for School Counseling Programs” is a logical progression in the journey of the

school counseling profession. As Norm Gysbers, Ph.D., describes, the history of school

counseling has been fraught with many twists and turns, leaving a trail littered with artifacts of

each change of direction. As a result, the role of school counselors and school counseling had

not been clearly understood among school staff, administrators, parents and even among

school counselors themselves. Consequently, school counseling differed enormously from

state to state, district to district and even school to school. As a result, the effectiveness of

school counseling also was inconsistent.In 2001, ASCA initiated efforts to reconcile all the

developments in the profession during the previous 100 years. A group of school counseling

professionals and experts was convened to help the profession progress along its path. The

group agreed the practice of school counseling needed some uniformity to help the profession

become as integral, understood and valued as other disciplines in a school

building.Participating in this effort were three of the most prominent school counseling

professionals at the time, Norm Gysbers, Ph.D.; Clarence D. “Curly” Johnson, Ph.D.; and

Robert Myrick, Ph.D., who had created the most widely accepted approaches to school

counseling: comprehensive guidance and counseling, developed by Dr. Gysbers and Patricia

Henderson, Ph.D.; results-based counseling developed by Dr. Johnson and Sharon Johnson,

Ph.D.; and Dr. Myrick’s developmental guidance and counseling. They agreed to meld their

three principles into a single, cohesive framework for the design, implementation and

evaluation of school counseling programs.Two years later, in 2003, the first edition of the ASCA

National Model was published to serve several purposes. The ASCA National Model helped

move school counseling from a responsive service provided for some students to an active

program for every student. School counseling programs don’t address just the highest- or

lowest-performing students or those experiencing a crisis or other need at a given time. The

ASCA National Model reinforced the idea that school counselors help every student improve

academic achievement, navigate social/emotional learning and prepare for successful careers

after graduation. The ASCA National Model provided consistency to standardize school

counseling programs across the country. Although flexibility is built in to allow school

counselors to customize the program to meet the individual needs of their students, the ASCA

National Model provides a framework of components that all school counseling programs

should exhibit. The ASCA National Model helped to reestablish school counseling as a crucial

educational function that is integral to overall student success. The objective of school

counseling is to help students overcome barriers to learning and to prepare for successful lives

after high school graduation.The ASCA National Model also required school counselors to

think in terms of new paradigms. School counseling programs need to be comprehensive in

scope, results-oriented in design and developmental in nature. The transition from service to

program necessitated that school counselors become leaders to manage the program. To do

this, school counselors could no longer operate in isolation. They need to collaborate with other

school staff, parents, community resources and students. Because school counseling cuts



across all curricular areas, school counselors often are the only adults who have a holistic

picture of the students; therefore, school counselors need to advocate for their students to

allow students to become successful. That advocacy and other work of school counselors

should lead to changes in the school culture to create the optimal environment for

learning.Since the ASCA National Model was first introduced, ASCA staff has received

thousands of comments, many suggesting changes that could clarify some confusion in

language and help it become easier to read and implement. Staff compiled the changes into a

preliminary draft, which was reviewed by an advisory committee of school counseling

professionals. Comments and changes from the advisory committee were used to develop this

fourth edition.The ASCA National Model was originally developed in an era very different from

our current climate. There was still debate about the roles of school counseling in mental

health and education. More importantly, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act had

recently been re-authorized as No Child Left Behind, which ushered in years of accountability

and standards-based learning.This fourth edition does not introduce or eliminate any

substantive content, but because the educational environment has changed substantially,

language from the previous edition was clarified to reflect the current state of education, and in

some cases, to revert to language that was originally proposed in 2003 but was not used

because of the prevailing attitudes at the time. In addition, some sections have been moved to

make the ASCA National Model easier to read, understand and implement.Most noticeably, the

four quadrants were changed from Foundation, Management, Delivery and Accountability to

Define, Manage, Deliver and Assess. The committee believed using verbs instead of nouns

was more active and descriptive of what school counselors do.No Child Left Behind gave the

word “accountability” a somewhat negative connotation that some associate with responsibility

and, in some cases, blame. Some school counselors were reluctant to initiate particular

programs because they felt “accountability” was used to find fault when results were less than

anticipated. The ASCA National Model is intended to help school counselors improve not

impair their programs. “Assess” reflects the need to evaluate efforts to determine their

effectiveness and to make necessary adjustments, without denoting blame or

responsibility.School counseling has addressed academic achievement, career readiness and

social/emotional learning since Dr. Gysbers introduced the idea of comprehensive school

counseling programs in the late 1960s. Although school counselors try to address all three

equally, the educational climate during No Child Left Behind forced school counselors to place

more emphasis on academic achievement and accountability. Since ESEA was re-authorized

as the Every Student Succeeds Act, the education community has recognized the importance

of social/emotional learning and career readiness as well as academic achievement.Further,

the reauthorization of the Individuals With Disabilities Education Act in 2004 introduced the

idea of response to intervention, specifically, the multitiered approach for students with special

needs. Since then, multitiered systems of support (MTSS) have been incorporated into

academic interventions for the general student population. MTSS mirrors the structure outlined

in the ASCA National Model in which all students receive the benefits of a school counseling

program (Tier 1) with targeted interventions for students who need them (Tier 2) and intense

interventions for a small segment of the student population (Tier 3). The MTSS approach also

more clearly defines the school counselor’s role in providing mental health services. School

counselors provide Tier 1 support for all students, provide or coordinate Tier 2 targeted

intervention for identified students and primarily collaborate and consult for Tier 3 level of

support.The four themes of leadership, advocacy, collaboration and systemic change no longer

appear around the edge of the ASCA National Model diamond but instead are woven



throughout the ASCA National Model to show they are integral components of a

comprehensive school counseling program. A full explanation of the changes is presented on

p. 116.Shortly after introducing the ASCA National Model, ASCA initiated the Recognized

ASCA Model Program (RAMP) designation, which highlights school counseling programs that

have demonstrated advanced implementation of comprehensive, results-based, developmental

programs. School counselors at schools that have received the RAMP designation say the

designation not only was a great honor but the process helped them improve their program

even more.The school counseling profession has made tremendous strides since the ASCA

National Model was first introduced. This fourth edition and subsequent editions are intended

to carry school counselors and school counseling farther along their journey and ever closer to

their goal of helping every student succeed.Kwok-Sze Wong, Ed.D., ASCA Executive

DirectorExecutive SummarySchool counselors design and deliver school counseling programs

that improve student outcomes. “The ASCA National Model: A Framework for School

Counseling Programs” outlines the components of a school counseling program that is integral

to the school’s academic mission and is created to have a significant positive impact on

student achievement, attendance and discipline.The ASCA National Model guides school

counselors in the development of school counseling programs that: are based on data-

informed decision making are delivered to all students systematically include a

developmentally appropriate curriculum focused on the mindsets and behaviors all students

need for postsecondary readiness and success close achievement and opportunity gaps result

in improved student achievement, attendance and disciplineTraining and credentialing matters.

School counselors are certified/licensed educators with a minimum of a master’s degree in

school counseling, making them uniquely qualified to address all students’ academic, career

and social/emotional development needs through the implementation of a school counseling

program that promotes and enhances student success.Ratios matter. Research shows that

appropriate student-to-school-counselor ratios have a significant effect on student attendance

and lead to higher test scores. The ideal caseload is 250:1.For research on the effectiveness of

school counseling programs, go to .The framework of the ASCA National Model consists of

four components: define, manage, deliver and assess.DEFINEThree sets of school counseling

standards define the school counseling profession. These standards help new and

experienced school counselors develop, implement and assess their school counseling

program to improve student outcomes.Student StandardsASCA Mindsets & Behaviors for

Student Success: K–12 College- and Career-Readiness for Every StudentProfessional

Standards ASCA Ethical Standards for School Counselors ASCA School Counselor

Professional Standards & CompetenciesMANAGETo be delivered effectively, the school

counseling program must be efficiently and effectively managed. The ASCA National Model

provides school counselors with the following program focus and planning tools to guide the

design and implementation of a school counseling program that gets results.Program Focus

Beliefs Vision Statement Mission StatementProgram Planning School Data Summary Annual

Student Outcome Goals Action Plans• Classroom and Group• Closing the Gap Lesson Plans

Annual Administrative Conference Use of Time Calendars• Annual• Weekly Advisory

CouncilDELIVERSchool counselors deliver developmentally appropriate activities and services

directly to students or indirectly for students as a result of the school counselor’s interaction

with others.These activities and services help students develop the ASCA Mindsets &

Behaviors for Student Success and improve their achievement, attendance and

discipline.Direct Student Services Instruction Appraisal and Advisement CounselingIndirect

Student Services Consultation Collaboration ReferralsASSESSTo achieve the best results for



students, school counselors regularly assess their program to: determine its effectiveness

inform improvements to their school counseling program design and delivery show how

students are different as a result of the school counseling programSchool counselors also self–

assess their own mindsets and behaviors to inform their professional development and

annually participate in a school counselor performance appraisal with a qualified administrator.

The ASCA National Model provides the following tools to guide assessment and

appraisal.Program Assessment School Counseling Program Assessment Annual Results

ReportsSchool Counselor Assessment and Appraisal ASCA School Counselor Professional

Standards & Competencies Assessment School Counselor Performance Appraisal

TemplateFor more information about the ASCA National Model, go to .Section I: DefineTopics

Include:Student Standards ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors for Student SuccessProfessional

Standards ASCA Ethical Standards for School Counselors ASCA School Counselor

Professional Standards & CompetenciesDEFINESchool counseling standards for students and

professional practice serve as the defining documents of the school counseling profession.

Three sets of standards help new and experienced school counselors develop, implement and

assess a school counseling program. Student Standards• ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors for

Student Success: K–12 College- andCareer-Readiness Standards for Every Student

Professional Standards• ASCA Ethical Standards for School Counselors• ASCA School

Counselor Professional Standards & CompetenciesSTUDENT STANDARDSThe ASCA

Mindsets & Behaviors for Student Success: K-12 College- and Career-Readiness for Every

StudentThe ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors for Student Success describe the knowledge, skills

and attitudes students need to achieve academic success, college and career readiness and

social/emotional development. The standards are based on a survey of research and best

practices in student achievement from a wide array of educational standards and efforts.The

35 Mindset & Behavior standards identify and prioritize the specific attitudes, knowledge and

skills students should be able to demonstrate as a result of a school counseling program.

School counselors use the standards to assess student growth and development, guide the

development of strategies and activities and create a program that helps students achieve their

highest potential. The ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors can be aligned with initiatives at the district,

state and national levels to reflect the district’s local priorities.To operationalize the standards,

school counselors select or write competencies aligned with the specific standards, which

become the foundation for classroom lessons, small groups and activities addressing student

developmental needs. The competencies directly reflect the comprehensive school counseling

program’s vision, mission and goals and align with the school’s academic mission.Research-

Based StandardsThe ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors are based on a review of research and

college- and career-readiness documents created by a variety of organizations that have

identified strategies making an impact on student achievement and academic performance.

The ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors are organized based on the framework of noncognitive

factors presented in the critical literature review “Teaching Adolescents to Become Learners”

conducted by the University of Chicago Consortium on Chicago School Research (2012).This

literature review recognizes that content knowledge and academic skills are only part of the

equation for student success. “School performance is a complex phenomenon, shaped by a

wide variety of factors intrinsic to students and the external environment” (Farrington, C.A., et

al, 2012). The ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors are based on the evidence of the importance of

these factors.StandardsThe 35 standards are arranged within categories and subcategories

based on five general categories of noncognitive factors related to academic performance as

identified in the 2012 literature review published by the University of Chicago Consortium on



Chicago School Research. These categories synthesize the “vast array of research

literature” (p. 8) on noncognitive factors including persistence, resilience, grit, goal-setting, help-

seeking, cooperation, conscientiousness, self-efficacy, self-regulation, self-control, self-

discipline, motivation, mindsets, effort, work habits, organization, homework completion,

learning strategies and study skills, among others.Category 1: Mindset Standards – Includes

standards related to the psychosocial attitudes or beliefs students have about themselves in

relation to academic work. These make up the students’ belief system as exhibited in

behaviors.Category 2: Behavior Standards – These standards include behaviors commonly

associated with being a successful student. These behaviors are visible, outward signs a

student is engaged and putting forth effort to learn. The behaviors are grouped into three

subcategories. Learning Strategies: Processes and tactics students employ to aid in the

cognitive work of thinking, remembering or learning Self-management Skills: Continued focus

on a goal despite obstacles (grit or persistence) and avoidance of distractions or temptations to

prioritize higher pursuits over lower pleasures (delayed gratification, self-discipline, self-control)

Social Skills: Acceptable behaviors that improve social interactions, such as those between

peers or between students and adultsGrade-Level CompetenciesGrade-level competencies

are specific, measurable expectations students attain as they make progress toward the

standards. Just as the school counseling program’s vision, mission and program goals are

aligned with the school’s academic mission, school counseling standards and competencies

are also aligned with academic content standards at the state and district level.ASCA Mindsets

& Behaviors align with specific standards from the Common Core State Standards through

connections at the competency level. This alignment allows school counselors the opportunity

to help students meet these college- and career-readiness standards in collaboration with

academic content taught in core areas in the classroom. It also helps school counselors

directly align with academic instruction when providing individual and small-group counseling

by focusing on standards and competencies addressing students’ developmental needs.

School counselors working in states that have not adopted the Common Core State Standards

are encouraged to align competencies with their state’s academic standards and can use the

competencies from the ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors database as examples of

alignment.DomainsThe competencies are organized in three broad domains: academic, career

and social/emotional development. These domains promote mindsets and behaviors that

enhance students’ learning process and create a culture of college and career readiness for all

students. The definitions of each domain are as follows:Academic Development –

Competencies guiding school counseling programs to implement strategies and activities to

support and maximize each student’s ability to learn.Career Development – Competencies

guiding school counseling programs to help students 1) understand the connection between

school and the world of work and 2) plan for and make a successful transition from school to

postsecondary education and/or the world of work and from job to job across the life

span.Social/Emotional Development – Competencies guiding school counseling programs to

help students manage emotions and learn and apply interpersonal skills.ASCA Mindsets &

Behaviors DatabaseGrade-level competencies are housed in the ASCA Mindsets & Behaviors

database at . School counselors can search the database by keyword to quickly and easily

identify competencies that will meet student developmental needs and align with academic

content as appropriate. The database also allows school counselors to contribute to the

competencies by sharing other ways to meet or align with a specific standard.Implementation

Steps
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